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Management of Partially Safe Buffers
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AbstPactAhfe RAM is RAM which has been made as reliable as
a disk. W e coI1siderthe problem of buffer management in partially
safe buffers, i.e., butlers which contain both safe RAM and volatile
RAM. Buffer managemnt techniques for partially safe buffers
explicitly consider the safety of memory in deciding which data to
place in the buffer, where to place it, and when to copy updaks
back to the disk. W e present techniques for managhg such buffers
and study their performauce using trace-driven simulations.

policies, e.g., least-recently used (LRU), are blind to the safety
or volatility of the buffer. For example, the LRU policy might
place an updated object in the volatile buffer if that is where
the least recently used object happens to reside. In a partially
safe buffer, replacement decisions should take the safety of the
buffer into account. An example of a policy which takes safety
into account is one which makes all read replacements in the
Index Terms-Buffer management, disks, operating systems, volatile buffer and all update replacements in the safe buffer.
performance, reliability, safe RAM.
W e present four candidate replacement policies and evaluate their performance using trace-driven simulations. Our
evaluation considers the following factors:
I. INTRODUCTION

S

Al% RAM is RAM which has been made as reliable as a disk.
Safe RAM can be implemented using batteries or uninterruptible power supplies plus redundancy for error correction and
detection. Computing systems, such as transaction processing systems and operating systems, often guarantee the durability of
modified data by propagating it to disks. Because it can be updated
much more quickly than disks, safe RAM can greatly reduce response times for data updates. Safe RAM can also improve performance by reducing the total number of disk writes that must
eventually be performed. Updated objects can be buffered temporarily in safe RAM in case they are updated again. Should this
occur, two (or more) disk writes will have been combined into one
when the object is finally written to the disk.
The disadvantage of safe RAM is its cost. A recent study [l]
found that non-volatile RAM was about five times as expensive as volatile RAM, although this cost differential is likely to
drop over time. Given that some cost differential exists, purtidy safe buffers make sense. Partially safe buffers are implemented using a mix of safe RAM and volatile RAM. W e
note that when speed rather than volatility is considered, a
similar situation arises. Since faster memories are more expensive, system designers resort to a memory hierarchy, i.e., a
mix of fast, expensive memory and slower, cheaper memory.
A variety of existing systems already implement partially
safe buffers or assume their existence. These include both
main memory buffers, e.g., in the POSTGRES storage system
[17], and controller buffers such as the partially safe buffer
implemented in the IBM 3990 storage controller [ 81.
This paper addresses two issues. First, we consider the
management of partially safe buffers, with emphasis on replacement policies. Common (and effective) replacement

l

l

l

Size of the Safe BufSer. Performance can be expected to
improve as the safe buffer size is increased. However, the
marginal benefits of additional buffer space will decrease
with the buffer size. Furthermore, the buffer size affects
different buffer management policies differently.
Workloud Characteristics. Workload characteristics, such as
read/write ratios, “burstiness” of request arrivals, and request
locality, affect the performance of the buffer. Our study considers a variety of workloads with differing characteristics.
Update Staging. W h e n a dirty object is replaced in a buffer
it must be written back to the disks, causing a delay. To reduce these delays, dirty objects residing in the safe buffer
can be written asynchronously to the disks. This is known
as staging. Staging can reduce response times if disk utilization is not too high. Staging also affects the relative performance of the replacement policies.

The second goal of this paper is to compare partially safe
buffers with volatile buffers. Write-through volatile buffers,
which must guarantee the safety of every update as it occurs by
forwarding it to a disk, will clearly be outperformed by a partially safe buffer. Our study quantifies this performance gap. A
more interesting comparison can be made between partially
safe buffers and volatile buffers in which unsafe updates can
be permitted, at least temporarily. W e will refer these buffers
as copy-buck buffers. Copy-back buffers are common in operating systems and database management systems.
Copy-back buffers share many of the advantages of partially
safe buffers. Copy-back buffers remove disk I/O from the
critical path of update requests, resulting in much faster response times. Furthermore, by buffering unsafe updates in the
buffer, it may be possible to combine several updates to the
same block or page into one, resulting in improved write
Manuscript received Dec. 19, 1991; revised Aug. 26, 1993. This work W B S
throughput.
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periodically. A failure may cause updates that occur after the
most recent synchronization point to be lost.
In database management systems, buffer managers that permit
unsafe updates are said to use a TFORCE [7] policy. Such
buffer managers are often used in conjunction with a separate
mechanism, such as after-image (REDO) logging [7] and periodic checkpointing, to guarantee the safety of all updates.’ The
combination of logging, checkpointing, and a -FORCE volatile
buffer provides advantages similar to those of partially safe buffers: Write response times are fast and the safety of updates is
guaranteed. However, a partially safe buffer can provide the
guarantee more simply, since no REDO logging or checkpointing is necessary. Furthermore, checkpointing mechanisms introduce a tradeoff between failure recovery time and overhead
during normal operation. (More frequent checkpoints reduce
recovery time at the expense of additional overhead.) Partially
safe buffers require no such tradeoff.
Our performance study compares partially safe buffers and
volatile copy-back buffers. Partially safe buffers are the superior
alternative if they can provide competitive request response
times, since they do not lose updates to failures. In database
management systems, partially safe buffers can be viewed as
simple alternatives to REDO logging and checkpointing.
A. Related Work
A number of existing or proposed systems already employ
safe RAM to improve performance. As we have already noted,
the IBM 3990 disk controller [8] is capable of buffering up
dates in its non-volatile memory. Both volatile and nonvolatile buffers are maintained, and updates appear in both.
Dirty data in the safe buffer is staged to disk asynchronously
when possible. XPRS [18], a POSTGRES-based transaction
processing system, buffers frequently updated data blocks in
safe RAM to provide fast recovery. The techniques used to
manage the safe buffer are not described there. The Phoenix
file system [SJ maintains an entire file system in safe RAM.
In [3], the use of partially safe buffers in transaction processing systems is discussed. An analytic queueing model is
used to estimate the size of the safe buffer required to avoid
synchronous disk writes, when asynchronous staging is used.
(Synchronous writing is required when the safe buffer becomes
filled with dirty data.) However, that work does not consider
buffer management, which is the focus of the model in this
paper. Our model incorporates the impact of the safe buffer
and the buffer management policies on read response times as
well as write response times, and is based on trace-driven
simulations rather than an analytic model.
Stochastic simulations described in [12] compare several
alternative safe RAM configurations in database systems. Safe
extended main memory, solid state disk, and safe disk
(controller) buffers are considered. That work uses a different
safe RAM model than ours. In [ 121, read-referenced data that
is located in the safe extended main memory must be transferred to volatile main memory to be read. Furthermore, direct
transfer of data between the safe RAM and the disks is not
’ Actually, only the safety of cornminedupdatesis guaranteed.
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possible. The focus of that work is on comparing the altemative safe RAM configurations, and not on buffer management.
Two recent studies have used trace-driven simulations to
evaluate safe buffers in operating systems. One study [l] was
based on traces from the Sprite file system, while the second
used traces from Unix file systems [ 131. The traces used in
[ 131 are block level traces similar to our own, while the Sprite
traces are captured at a higher level. In particular, the Sprite
traces do not include requests for file system meta-data, such
as i-nodes [9]. Such references account for a substantial fraction of the requests (particularly write requests) in our traces
andinthoseof[13].
Both of these studies used a safe RAM configuration called
write-aside, which we did not consider in our study. Under this
configuration, the safe RAM handles all update requests, but it
cannot be used to satisfy read requests. This’ configuration is
similar to that implemented by the IBM 3990 disk controller and
the model studied in [3]. The Sprite study also considered a unified configuration similar to the one used in this study. Under the
unified model, read requests can be satisfied from either the safe
buffer or the volatile buffer. In the Sprite study, the unified partially safe buffer was managed using a policy similar2 to the L.RU
GlobuUWrite Purge policy described here. Other policies were
not considered. The Sprite study concluded that the unified configuration provided better overall performance.
Both of these studies showed that small amounts of safe
RAM can provide significant reductions in write traffic. This
general result corroborates one of our own. Neither of these
studies considered the effects of asynchronous staging from
the safe buffer, presumably because their principle performance metric was the reduction in write traffic due to the safe
buffer. (Staging is a technique for improving response times at
the expense of increased traffic behind the cache.) Neither
study evaluated policies for managing both read and write requests under the unified partially safe cache configuration.
This is the primary focus of our study.
Several techniques have been suggested for improving the
disk performance, assuming that updates are temporarily buffered. Safe RAM is ideal for use in combination with these
techniques, since buffered updates will not be lost in the event
of a failure. Ng [ 111 suggests that safe RAM can be used to
eliminate the write penalty associated with duplexed disks.
Buffered writes can also be “piggy-backed” onto read operations [ 161, allowing the disk to be updated with very little cost.
Either of these techniques can be combined easily with the
buffer management techniques described in this paper. However, we do not consider such extensions here.
Finally, several proposed memory-resident transaction
processing system designs [4], [6], [lo] rely on safe memory to
commit transaction updates quickly. Small safe memories have
also been used to provide fast recovery in the Sprite file system [2]. In those systems, safe memory management is tied
closely to the transaction manager or the file system. In contrast, the techniques described in this paper are not tied to the
semantics of any particular data manager.
2 The policy in [l] copies data from the safe cache to the volatile cache in
somesituations.The policies describedhere do not.
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In the next two sections we present several buffer management techniques for partially safe buffers, our simulation
model, and the traces that drive it. A comparison of the buffer
management techniques based on the simulation model is presented in Section IV. Section V describes how asynchronous
staging can be used to further improve the performance of the
partially safe buffer. Finally, in Section VI, we compare partially safe buffers with volatile, copy-back buffers.

AFTER
(LRU Volatile)

II. MANAGING PARTIALLY SAFE BUFFERS
We have used a simple model to study partially safe buffers.
The storage system is assumed to manage a collection of fixed-size
objects, each with a unique identifier. (Objects may correspond to
pages or file blocks in a real system.) Three types of storage are
available to hold them. Slow, safe storage (e.g., disks) maintains a
copy of every object. A faster buffer also exists, and is divided into
safe and volatile parts. Copies of some of the objects reside in the
buffer. The model is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The system’s load consists of read and write requests. The
buffer manager must satisfy these requests by observing the
following rules:
l

l

Read Rule: When an object is read, a copy of the object
should be buffered (either safe or volatile).
Update Rule: When an object is updated, an updated
copy should reside in safe memory (either fast or slow).
Later we will consider volatile copy-back buffers, which
do not observe this rule.

We have considered two binary dimensions along which to
classify buffer management techniques, giving rise to four
classes of buffer managers. The first dimension defines the
buffer manager’s behavior in the event of a read miss. The
second defines its behavior in the event that an updated object
is already in the volatile buffer.

Read Object G

AFTER
(LRU Global)

Fig. 2. Read miss policies compared.The figures illustrate the effect of a read
miss under the two read miss polices. It is assumed that both the safe and
volatile buffers axe full, so that the read miss must cause a replacement.The
chains of arrows indicate recency of use, with A + B indicating that A is
more recently used than B. Under the LRU Volatile policy, object G replaces
object E, since E is the least recently used object in the volatile buffer. Under
L.RU Global, object G replacesobject F in the safe buffer instead, since F is
the leastrecently used overall.

l

l

LRU Volatile. This policy specifies that missed reads
cause a replacement of the least recently used object in
the volatile buffer. Of course, if free space is available in
the volatile buffer, replacement is not necessary.
LRU Global. This policy specifies that missed reads
cause a replacement of the least recently used object in
the whole buffer. Under this policy, it is possible that
read replacements will be performed in the safe buffer.

Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior of two read miss policies. The

LRU Global policy is particularly appealing when the volatile
portion of the buffer is relatively small, because all read requests need not be channeled through the volatile buffer.
B. Write Allocation Policy
So that the write rule can be satisfied

A. Read Miss Policy
According to the read rule, read requests are satisfied immediately if the requested object is in (either part of) the
buffer. A read miss occurs if the object is not in either buffer,
in which case it must be read from the disk. We have considered the following two policies for handling read misses.

without

“writing

through” to the disk, updated blocks are always placed in the
safe buffer. If necessary, the least recently used object in the
safe buffer is replaced to make room. The write allocation
policy specifies the behavior of the volatile buffer in the event
of an update. This policy is necessary in case an object is in
the volatile buffer when it is updated. We have considered two
write allocation policies.
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Fig. 4. The simulation model.
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1 Parameter

1 Default Value

1

stalled in the safe buffer anyway. W e do not consider the Write
Allocate policy further in this pap&.
AFTER
(Write Purge)

AFTER
(Write Update)

Fig. 3. Write allocation policies compamd. The figures illustrate the effect of
an update under the two write allocation polices. The chains of armws indicate recencyof use, as in Fig. 2. Under the W & e Purge policy, the update to
D causesit to be removed from the volatile buffer. Object D is placed in the
safe buffer, replacing F, the oldest safe object. (We have assumedhere that
the safe buffer is full.) Under Wrife Update, object D is updated in the volatile buffer and remains there after the update. Note that a subsequentread
miss will cause object E to be replaced in the volatile buffer in this case.
Under the Write Purge policy, E would not have to be replaced,since a free
slot is available in the volatile buffer.

IILTHESIMULATION MODEL

W e have developed the simulation model illustrated in Fig.4
to study the buffer management techniquks described in the
previous section. The simulator is driven by traces of read and
write requests. Each trace request (described in more detail
below) includes a block number, a read/write flag, and an arrival timestamp.
The arrival process for the buffer is determined by the trace
request timestamps. At each request’s arrival time, the simulator
determines which blocks must be moved between the buffer and
l
Write Purge. This policy specifies that objects are deleted the disks, according to the read and update rules, the buffer manfrom the volatile buffer when they are updated. The space agement policy being implemented, and the buffer size. A single
occupied by the deleted object is marked free, and is avail- request results in as few as zero and as many as two disk operations. One disk operation may be required to bring the requested
able to hold a new objectswhen the next read miss occurs.
block
into the buffer. A second operation may be required to
l
Write Update. This policy specifies bat objects in the volawrite a replaced, dirty block back to the disk. If two disk operatile buffer remain there if they are updated. The object is up
tions result from a single request they are initiated sequentially,
dated in the volatile buffer to reflect its new value. Since up
dated objects are always placed in the safe buffer as well, this as illustrated by the loop in Fig. 4. The response time of a repolicy may result in two copies of an object being buffered quest is the sum of the response times of the disk operations that
simultaneously, one safe and the other volatile. An object it generates. Requests that generate no disk operations are deupdated in the volatile buffer is not considered to have been fined to have a response time of zero.
Disk service times are assumed to be exponentially distrib‘!used” by the update. Thus, if the least recently used object
in the volatile buffer is updated, it will still be replaced when uted, and requests are served in FIFO order. W e considered a
the next read miss occurs (assuming that the Z&U Volatile more elaborate disk model in which seek times were calculated
using the block numbers of successive requests and additional
read miss policy is being used).
assumptions about the disk’s geometry. While such a model
Fig. 3 illustrates the two write allocation polices. In [15], a would probably result in more accurate absolute service times,
third policy, called Write Allocate, is discussed. Under this we felt that it was unlikely to have a strong impact on the relupolicy, updated objects would be installed in the volatile buffer tive performance of the various buffer managers. For the sake
if they were not already there. (The object would be updated in of simplicity, we elected to use the simpler exponential model.
place, as under the Write Update policy, if it was already in the
The simulation parameters and their default values are
volatile buffer.) This policy does not seem appropriate for the summarized in Table I. The simulator reports a variety of stavolatile buffer, since updated objects are automatically in- tistics for each run, including counts of I/O operations, mean
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TABLE
II
REFERENCE TRACE SUMMARY.

Trace

Trace

Number of

Number

Numbers

Reference Set

Num. Records/

Name

“be

Records

of Reads

of Writes

Size (RSS)

RSS

serverA

post-bufier

180000

125984 (70%)

54016 (30%)

7139

25.2

client A

post- buffer

8000

3311 (41%)

4889 (59%)

1058

7.6

serverB

pre-buffer

370000

308790 (83%)

61210 (17%)

5319

69.6

clientB

pre-buffer

22000

18122 (82%)

3878 (18%)

1050

21.0

response times for read and write requests, and utilization,
service time, and waiting time at the disk server. It is implemented using the CSIM simulation library [ 141.
A. The Truces
The traces were gathered from workstations running a customized version of the SunOS 3.2 operating system kernel. The
kernel was modified to produce a trace record for each block I/O
request (read or write) to file systems residing on the workstation’s disk(s). Trace records are deposited in a kernel buffer,
from which they can be read by a user-level process using a
special “pseudo-device” driver. Requests destined for particular
file systems can later be filtered from the traces if desired.
Each trace record includes a unique identifier3 for the requested data, the size of the request, a read or write tag, and
some additional pieces of information. Each record also indicates whether or not the request “hit” the I/O buffer cache on
the traced machine.
Because of the way the tracing facility is implemented, each
write request in our traces represents a request to flush a block
from from the file system buffer to disk, rather than the actual
modification of the block in the buffer. In Unix, these block
flush requests are often generated by a special synchronization
process which periodically“ flushes dirty data from the buffer.
Thus, the block flush request may appear in the trace some time
after the block was actually updated in the buffer. Because the
synchronization process is periodic, it also means that many of
the block flushes occur in periodic bursts in the reference stream.
Rather than attempting to guess the actual block update times,
we used the traces as is, with the bursty write request pattern, to
drive our simulations. Fortunately, the (simulated) safe buffer
tends to smooth out the effects of these bursts anyways. The
primary effect of this decision is that the write response times
(under all of the buffer management policies) are higher than
they would otherwise be when the safe buffer is very small.
Where this effect is apparent in our simulation results in the next
section, we have been careful to point it out.
Two types of traces were used in our experiments. A prebuffer trace includes all I/O requests, including those that hit
the traced system’s buffer cache. Such a trace is representative
of the request streams seen by a main memory buffer, such as a
file system’s block buffer. The request response times we
3 An identifier consists of major and minor device numbers and a block
number.
4 Every 30 seconds.

measure using these traces represent times that an application
program observes as it makes requests to a file system with a
partially safe buffer.
A post-buffer trace includes only those I/O read requests that
missed the buffer cache on the traced machine, plus all write
requests. These traces are representative of the request streams
that might be seen by a storage controller with a partially safe
buffer (such as the IBM 3990), since they include only those
requests that “fell through” the buffer on the traced machine.5
The request response times we measure using these traces represent times that the file system observes as it makes requests to an
underlying storage device equipped with a partially safe buffer.
Requests in the traces vary in size from 1K bytes to 8K
bytes, with the vast majority of the requests being for 8K
bytes. For the purposes of these simulations, all requests were
treated as 8K requests, i.e., when a small block is requested,
the large block that it is a part of is requested instead. Thus,
the 8K byte blocks, each of which has a unique identifier, are
the database “objects” of our model.
Each trace covers a period of about 12 hours, starting in
mid-morning, on a weekday. Traces were taken from two
workstations. One of these serves as a network file server. The
other is a client workstation with its own private disk. Each of
the four traces was recorded on a different day. The traces
from the server record references to a single large file system
housing primarily shared data and executable files. The client
traces trace references to the local filesystem on the client
workstation. This file system holds primarily user files. W e
experimented with a pre-buffer and a post-bu#er trace from
each of the workstations.
Some of the trace characteristics are are summarized in Table
II. The reference set size refers to the total number of objects
referenced at least once in the trace. This number is much
smaller than the total number of objects stored on the disk, since
many objects are not referenced at all. The last column of the
table gives a crude indication of the locality present in the request stream. Cumulative read request inter-arrival time distributions for each of the traces are shown in Fig. 5. Inter-arrival
times were measured with 20 millisecond resolution, as this was
the resolution of the system clocks on the traced machines.
In general, the post-b&r
traces on both the client and the
server have a higher percentage of updates. The client traces
exhibit less reference locality than those of the server. Finally,
5 The client and server workstations from which the traces were recorded
each havebuffer sixesof approximately2 megabytes.
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read requests in the client traces have burstier inter-arrival
times than those in the server traces. This can can be seen from
the flatness of the client trace distributions (especially clientB)
in Fig. 5. These curves indicate that almost all inter-arrival
times are either very short (less than 100 milliseconds) or very
long (greater than one second). The probability of inter-arrival
times greater than one second is at least twice as great in the
clientB as in either server trace.
IV.

PERFORMANCE

OF THE

BUFFER MANAGEMENT POLICIES

W e performed several experiments to determine the performance of the buffer manager under various combinations of the
read miss and write allocation policies. Of primary interest in
our first experiment is the effect of the safe buffer size on performance. In this experiment, the sizes of the safe and volatile

TABLE
RESPONSE

buffers were varied, while keeping the total buffer size (safe plus
volatile) fixed at 1 0 % of the reference set size for each trace.
This allows us to distinguish the effects of changes in safe buffer
size from the effects of changes in the total buffer size. Reference set sizes for each trace are given in Table II.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the mean write and read response times
for each of the four buffer management policies. Fig. 6 shows
that a relatively small safe buffer, 3 % or 4 % of the reference
set size, is sufficient to reduce the mean write response time to
just a few milliseconds for the server traces. (The high write
response times for very small safe buffer sizes is primarily an
artifact of the write bursts in our traces.) The reduction was not
as significant for the client traces for reasons which we will
discuss shortly.
For comparison, Table III gives the mean read and write response times achieved by an all-volatile buffer of the same
total size. Write response times for the all-volatile buffer are
high because all updates are written through the buffer to the
disk to ensure their safety, and because of the write bursts.
Read response times are higher for the client traces because
read requests are burstier in those traces.
The buffer management policies do not have a very strong effect on write response times. The LRCJ Global policy does result
in somewhat lower write response times than LRU Volatile for
the client traces when the safe buffer is large. This is because of
clean data placed in the safe buffer by the LRU Global policy.
(We discuss this further in Section 1V.C.) However, both buffer
management and buffer sizes do have an impact on read response times, as Fig. 7 illustrates. Furthermore, the behavior we
observe is trace dependent. In the following sections, we discuss
the impact of the buffer ‘management polices on read response
times and the reasons for the trace dependencies.
A. ESfect of the Read Miss Policy
The read miss policy’s effect is best illustrated by the steep
rise in read response time under the LRU Volatile policy in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(c). As the safe buffer grows and the volatile
buffer shrinks, the LRU Volatile policy is unable to take advantage of the larger safe buffer. The LRU Global policy, on the
other hand, simply performs more read replacements in the
safe buffer as it grows.

III

TIMESCOMPARISON
OF VOLATILEANDPARTIALLY
SAFE BUFFERS.PARTIALLYSABUFFERS
ARE MANAGED~SINGTHE
LRUVOUTILUWR~
UPDATEPOLICY.TIMESARERE~RTEDMMILLI~ECONDS.
0% Safe Buffer Size

3% Safe Buffer Size

5% Safe Buffer Size

10% Vol. Buffer Size

7% Vol. Buffe I Size

5% Vol. Buffer Size

Read

Write

Read

Write

Read

Write

Response

Response

Response

Response

Response

Response

Trace

Time

Time

Time

Time

Time

Time

serverA

10.71

288.89

8.91

2.23

10.14

1.39

clientA

14.20

77.89

14.69

16.08

14.07

15.96

serverB

5.11

415.23

4.03

1.52

4.26

0.20

clientB

32.03

66.43

38.70

8.82

39.51

8.87
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Because of the inflexibility of the LRU Volatile policy, a
safe buffer that is too large is wasted. This suggests that, in
practice, proper selection of the safe buffer size will be more
critical under the LRU Volatile policy than under LRU Global.
Too little safe buffer space will result in poor write response
times, but excess space will be wasted. In contrast, the LAU
Global policy can take advantage of additional safe buffer
space to reduce read response times. This i+-+-s illustrated
more clearly in Fig. 8, which shows read response time as the
safe buffer size is increased (for trace “ServerA”). The volatile
buffer size is fixed at 5 % of the reference set size.

B. Effect of the Write Allocation Policy
W h e n the safe buffer is relatively small, the Write Purge policy results in a higher read miss ratio than the Write Update policy, leading to higher read response times. The effect can be seen
most clearly in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), in which the performance of
the two Write Purge policies degrades sharply when the safe
buffer size falls below 2 % of the reference set size.
The Write Purge policy performs poorly when the safe buffer
is small because of a phenomenon we call update theft. W h e n an
object residing in the volatile buffer is updated, the Write Purge
policy causes it to be deleted from the volatile buffer and placed
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instead in the safe buffer. If the safe buffer is small, this recently
read object may be completely eliminated from the buffer much
more quickly than it would have been had it remained in the
volatile buffer. This problem can be eliminated by making the
safe buffer larger. Another possibility is to move data to the
volatile buffer when it is replaced in the safe buffer. This latter
technique is used in the Sprite studies described in [ 11.
C. Trace Dependencies
One of the most striking features of Fig. 7 is the difference
between the client and server traces. For the traces from the

server, the L.RU Global policy is sometimes superior to LRU
Volatile. However, LRU Global performs poorly on the client
traces regardless of the safe buffer size. For both the client and
the server, there was little difference in performance between
post-buffer and pre-buffer traces.
Further examination of our results indicates that the buffer
management policies do exhibit general patterns of behavior
that are independent of the traces. However, certain trace characteristics bring out, or magnify, different aspects of the behaviors. To illustrate, consider Fig. 9, which is identical to Fig.
7, except that synchronous read transfer ratios are shown in-
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ready-high response time still further. The high response times
are caused by bursts of read requests in the pre-buffer client
trace, which result in long queues at the disk. This problem is
exacerbated by the LRU Global policy, since it must sometimes
write dirty objects back to the disk to make room for newly read
objects. Because of the long queues, these writes have a significant impact on disk response time. (The problem is magnified
somewhat because writes, like reads, often arrive in bursts in our
traces.) The result is higher response times for read requests, as
Fig. 7(b) shows. The long service times also account for the
relatively high write response times that we observed for this
trace (Fig. 6 and Table III).
In summary, two trace characteristics have been found to
have an impact on the relative performance of the buffer management policies. Very bursty read request arrivals tend to
drive up response times, regardless of the buffer management
*..~ J
policy. However, the problem is exacerbated by the LRU
5.00 c
!
Global policy. Since buffers tend to smooth out arrival bursts,
10%
15%
5%
20% Safe Buffer Size
5%
5%
5%
5 % VoLBuffer Size
this is more likely to be a factor in a main-memory buffer (prebuffer traces) than in a controller buffer @ost-bufSer traces). In
Fig. 8. Readresponsetimes vs. safe
size. The volatile buffer size is addition, a very high percentage of writes in the request stream
fixed at 5 % of thereferencesetsize.
(such as might be observed at a controller buffer) may be detrimental to read response times when the LRU Global read
miss policy is used. However, this problem can be alleviated
stead of the read response times. The synchronous read trans- by update staging, as we will show in the next section.
fer ratio describes the average number of disk operations performed per read request. This includes disk reads to bring reV. ASYNCHRONOUSSTAGING
quested objects into the buffers, as well as the writes needed to
Read and write response times can be reduced by asynchrocopy replaced dirty objects back to the disk.
The effects of the LRU Volatile and Write Purge polices, nously staging (copying) dirty pages from the safe buffer to the
which we have already discussed, are clearly evident in both disk. W h e n a dirty page is staged, it is not removed from the
the client and server traces. The LRU Volatile policy consis- buffer. Its buffer state is simply synchronized with its state on
tently drives up the transfer ratio as the volatile buffer shrinks. disk. Staging operations are initiated by the buffer manager, alFurthermore, the Write Purge policy drives the ratio up when lowing many I/O operations to be removed from the critical
the safe buffer is small. However, this behavior does not paths of write (and possibly read) requests. Asynchronous stagtranslate to consistent response time behavior, as comparison ing from the safe buffer has been suggested in [3] and has been
implemented in some systems, including the IBM 3990 storage
of Figs. 7 and 9 shows.
The reason for the poor read response times of the LRU manager. In the following experiments, we consider the impact
Global policies on the post-buffer client trace can be seen from of asynchronous staging on response times and show how it afFig. 9(b). The read transfer ratios for the LRU Global polices fects the performance of the buffer management policies.
Staging can be implemented in a variety of ways. In our
are elevated because of the very large percentage of write requests in the trace (see Table II). W h e n updates are frequent, simulator, the safe buffer is checked periodically to determine
read misses become more expensive because replaced objects whether it contains any dirty objects. If so, a request to flush
are more likely to be dirty. (Since updates are channeled the oldest dirty object in the safe buffer is generated. After
through the safe buffer, it is likely that objects replaced from checking for (and possibly staging) a dirty object, the buffer
there will be dirty.) In effect, the LRU Global policy transfers manager waits C seconds before checking again. (The simulasome of the effort of copying dirty objects back to the disks tion parameter C is called the minimum staging interval.)
from write requests to read requests. W h e n write requests are W h e n C is set to zero, the buffer manager issues requests to
frequent, the impact on read response times is severe. As we copy objects back to the disk as soon as they are updated.
will show in the next section, this problem can be reduced Larger values of C reduce the disk’s utilization by reducing the
significantly by using asynchronous staging.
number of write operations that are performed. However, if C
The LRU Global policies have poor read response times on is too large, staging may become ineffective.
the pre-bu@r client trace for a different reason. Fig. 10 shows
Staging reduces write response times significantly. Table IV
the mean response time (for disk operations) as a function of shows how the mean write response time is affected when
buffer size for two of the traces. Response times for the pre- staging is used. The results show that by staging no faster than
buffer client trace are several times higher than those of other one block per second, a safe buffer of size 1 % performs at
traces (represented in Fig. 10(a) by the post-bu$er server trace). least as well as a safe buffer three times as large that is not
Furthermore, use of the LRU Global policies increases the al- staged. W h e n updated pages are staged immediately to the
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Fig. 9. Synchronousread transfer ratios. The total buffer size is fixed at 10% of the referenceset size.

disk (C = 0), update time is reduced to near zero for all but the
update-intensive trace “clientA”. Even for that trace, a 3%-&e
buffer coupled with immediate staging reduces the write response time to zero. In qualitative terms, the data in Table IV
confirm the predictions of analytic model of [3]: Small, staged
safe buffers can reduce write response times to near zero.
It might be expected that asynchronous staging would
increase read response times because of contention for the
disk. Fig. 11 shows mean read response times for each of
the four buffer management algorithms using staging with
C = 0. This figure should be compared with Fig. 7, which
shows read response times without update staging. In abso-

lute terms, the staging did not have a strong impact on read
response times. The disk’s utilization was low in all of our
experiments, and the simulated disk had little difficulty handling the additional traffic caused by staging operations, even
when C = 0. In the next section we will consider staging to a
more heavily utilized disk.
Fig. 11 also shows that staging improves the performance of
the LRU GZobul policy relative to the others on the client
workstation traces. These were the traces on which the LRU
Global policy performed poorly without staging (see Fig. 7).
Staging is particularly beneficial under the LRU Global policy
because it cleans dirty objects in the safe buffer. W h e n the
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TABLBlV
MEANWRITERESPONSETIMESUSINGA~YNCHRONOUSSTAGING.RESPONSE
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L&U Global policy elects to replace an object in the safe
buffer, the object is less likely to be dirty.
VI. UNSAFE UPDATES
For some applications, it is not necessary that all updates be
placed into safe memory immediately. Such applications either
tolerate some lost updates in the event of a failure, or preserve
the durability of their updates using some other mechanism,
such as logging.
We have performed experiments to compare a partially safe
buffer (with does not lose updates) to a volatile, copy-back

buffer, which may. We assume that the copy-back buffer performs periodic synchronization operations to limit the amount
of data that might be lost because of a failure. The synchronization operations are initiated at fixed intervals called synchronization intervals. Each synchronization operation initiates a batch of disk write operations to copy all dirty objects
in volatile memory to the disks.
Tables V and VI compare read and write response times
from a volatile copy-back buffer with those of a partially safe
buffer. Both buffers provide comparable read response times
and very low write response times. Write response times for
the volatile buffer are somewhat better than those of the partially safe buffer without staging. When blocks are staged from
the safe buffer, write response times are comparable.
The data in Tables V and VI show that volatile copyback buffers and partially safe buffers can provide comparable buffer performance, i.e., they can be viewed as alternatives. However, partially safe buffers have several advantages. No updates are lost from a partially safe buffer in
the event of a failure. This property also eliminates the
need to implement periodic synchronization. In transaction
processing systems, which use an additional mechanism
(such as REDO logging and checkpointing) to guarantee
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of the traces, the extra disk operations generated at the synchronization points do not contribute to significant increases in
response times for concurrent read or write operations.
For both the partially safe buffer and the volatile buffer,
write response times are near zero. This indicates that synchronous I/O is rarely required to satisfy write requests, i.e.,
that the blocks replaced by newly written blocks tend to be
clean. In a more heavily loaded system, this may not be true.
To test this hypothesis, we increased the request load of6 A log may be used for other purposes as well, such as to record the fered to the simulated system by multiplying the request intercommit decisionsfor each transaction. However, such a log can be much
arrival times (determined from the traces) by a scaling factor.
more compactthan a REDO log [ 181.

the update safety, the need for the additional mechanism is
eliminated.6
W e experimented with other synchronization intervals and
found that the copy-back buffer performed best with shorter
intervals. (Ten seconds was the shortest interval we tried.)
Similarly, the partially safe buffer performed best ‘with short
staging intervals. Since the utilization of the disks is low for all
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TABLE VI
UNSAFE UPDATE COMPARISON- WFUIE RESPONSETIMES THE VOLATILE
BUFFER WAS MANAGED USING LRU REPLACEMENTAND A SYNCHRONIZATION INTERVAL OF 10 SECONDS.THE DATA FOR THE PARTLQLY SAFE
BUFFER WERE OBTAINED USING THE LRU VOLATILE/WRITEUPDATEPOLICY,
WITH AND WITHOUT ASYNCHRONOUSSTAGING. NOTE THAT THE HIGH WRITE
RESPONSETIMES FOR THE WRITE-THROUGH AU-VOLATILE BUFFER ARE AN
ARTIFACT OF THE BURSTS OF WRITE REQUESTSIN THE REFERENCETRACES.
ALL TIMES ARE IN MILLISECONDS.
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For example, by choosing a scaling factor of 0.5, we divide the
actual traced interarrival times in half before supplying them to
the simulator. Disk utilization increases from about 8%’ (for
trace “ServerA”) without scaling to over 60% with a scaling
factor of 0.05.8 The scaled traces provide a somewhat more
artificial workload than the unscaled ones. However, scaling is
a simple way to get a rough idea of performance under higher
utilizations in the absence actual traces of heavier workloads.
Fig. 12 shows the mean write response time as a function of
the scaling factor (the offered load) for the two server traces.
(Similar behavior was observed for the client traces.) To produce these traces, the synchronization interval was fixed at 10
seconds for the volatile buffer, and the staging interval set to C
= 0 (immediate staging) in the partially safe buffer. In practice,
the selection of an optimal staging or synchronization interval
becomes a complex problem at higher loads. (For low loads,
short intervals are almost always best.)
The figures show that as the offered load increases, the volatile, copy-back buffer can maintain low write response times at
higher loads than the partially safe buffer. The reason for this is
that the partially safe buffer channels all update requests through
its safe buffer (3% of the reference set size), whereas updates
can be buffered anywhere in the volatile buffer (10% of the reference set size). At high loads, the smaller safe buffer tends to
fill up with unstaged updates. When this occurs, update requests
are likely to encounter a delay while a replacement is performed
in the safe buffer. Of course, the improved performance of the
volatile buffer at high loads comes at the expense of additional
data loss in the event of a failure, since many unsafe updates
reside in the volatile buffer.
VII.

DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSION

We have considered the problem of managing partially safe
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buffers. Our experiments support a number of conclusions
about their use:
l

’ Even at low utilizations, requests experience significant average waiting
t$es at the disk server because of the bursty arrival rate.
Utilization does increase at the same rate as the scaling factor because
many requests have interarrival times of zero.

,(/’
,.,‘,
.,‘/’

TRACE: serverA

Only a small safe buffer is necessary. For our traces, a
few megabytes was always sufficient without staging. If
staging is used, even smaller safe buffers will still provide good performance.
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l

l

l

l

l

If the LRU Volatile technique is used, excess space in the
safe buffer will be wasted. The LRU Global policy is
more flexible and can take advantage of the additional
safe buffer space to reduce read response times.
When the read reference pattern is very bursty, the LRU
Global policy may result in poor read response times.
The same is true for very update-intensive workloads.
The LRU Global policy exacerbates the problem of read
request bursts when it elects to replace dirty objects in
the safe buffer, creating additional work for the disks at
the wrong time. These effects can be reduced by asynchronously staging dirty objects to the disks.
The Write Update policy is preferred to the Write Purge
policy because of the poor performance of Write Purge
when the safe buffer is very small. The small buffer case
is important because small buffers are usually sufficient
to eliminate most or all of the write response time. For
larger safe buffers, the distinction is not significant.
Asynchronous staging of dirty objects from the safe
buffer reduces already-low write response times even
further. Staging also improves read-response times when
the LRU Global policy is used. For workloads such as
ours, it is best to perform staging operations without delay. If the disks are more heavily utilized, it may be appropriate to use less bandwidth for staging. Alternatively,
staging operations could be performed at lower priority
than synchronous (request-initiated) disk operations.
For lightly loaded disks, the performance of a partially
safe buffer is comparable to that of an all-volatile copyback buffer. By using the partially safe buffer, the need
for periodic synchronization of the buffer is eliminated,
and no updates will be lost in the event of a failure.

One extension of this work is its application to transaction
processing systems, or other systems that use logging to guarantee the durability of updates. If write response times can be
made sufficiently small by introducing safe buffers, then one
of the principal motivations for logging will have been removed. (One version of this idea is currently being used in the
POSTGRES storage system [ 171.) Aside from the elimination
of the complexities of logging, an advantage of the safe-buffer
approach is that failure recovery is very fast, since there is no
need to reconstruct the state of the database from the log.
It may be possible to further enhance the performance of
partially safe buffers by taking advantage of buffered updates to
reduce the cost of disk update operations. Piggy-backed updates, as suggested in [ 181, can be used, or the buffer manager
can attempt to delay updates until the disk is idle. We expect
that such enhancements would be most beneficial when the disk
is heavily loaded, which was not the case in our study.
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